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Two Paradigms for Correlated Electrons
• Interactions energy exceeds kinetic energy (U>t)

Landau Levels

Quantum Hall Correlated Solids eg. Cuprates

ψn = zne− |z |2
4

Hubbard Model
Wannier Functions

Magic angle graphene?

Topology: 
(i) Same chirality nodes

(ii) Landau + Landau

BUT  
admits an extended 


Hubbard model



Magic Angle Twisted Bilayer Graphene 
@ CNP

• The C2T symmetry protects the band touching.  Po, Zou, AV, Senthil, 
2018. 

• Focus on the two flat bands at 
CNP. Experiments - insulator/ 

Shang Liu

Liu, Khalaf, Lee, AV, 2019.

Jong	Yeon	Lee Eslam Khalaf

Bultinick, Khalaf,  
Liu, Chatterjee, AV, Zaletel



Brief Review of Experiment
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FIG. 2. (a) Energy band and the density of states of TBG
at ! = 1.05!, where the lower panel is the enlarged plot of the
zero-energy region. The black solid line and red dashed line
represent the energy bands of " = ± valleys, respectively. (b)
Contour plots of E1(k) and E2(k) for the valley " = +. The
dashed contour corresponds to the filling of two electrons /
holes per super cell (n/n0 = ±2).

for the basis of (A1, B1, A2, B2) as

H(!) =

!

H1 U †

U H2

"

. (1)

Here Hl(l = 1, 2) is the intralayer Hamiltonian of layer
l, which is given by the two-dimensional Weyl equation

centered at K(l)
! point,

Hl = !!v[R(±!/2)(k!K
(l)
! )] · ("#x,#y), (2)

where ± is for l = 1 and 2, respectively. We take !v/a =
2.1354 eV.34 U is the e!ective interlayer coupling given
by34–36
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where $ = e2"i/3. Here u and u! describe the amplitudes
of diagonal and o!-diagonal terms, respectively, in the
sublattice space. The e!ective models in the previous
studies34–36 assume u = u!, which corresponds to a flat
TBG in which the interlayer spacing d is constant ev-
erywhere. On the other hand, several theoretical studies
predicted that the optimized lattice structure of TBG is
actually corrugated in the out-of-plane direction, in such
a way that d is the widest in AA stacking region and
the narrowest AB / BA stacking region.41–44 Here we in-
corporate the corrugation e!ect as a di!erence between
u = 0.0797eV and u! = 0.0975eV in the e!ective model,
of which detailed derivation is presented in the Appendix
A. As we show in the following, the di!erence between u
and u! introduces energy gaps between the lowest bands
and the excited bands, in a qualitative agreement with
the experimental observation.1,2,37 It was found that the
energy gaps isolating the lowest nearly-flat bands are also
caused by the in-plane distortion.38

The calculation of the energy bands and the eigenstates
is done in the k-space picture. For a single Bloch vector
k in the moiré Brillouin zone, the moiré interlayer cou-
pling hybridizes the graphene’s eigenstates at q = k+G,
where G = m1G

M
1 +m2G

M
2 and m1 and m2 are integers.

Therefore the eigenstate is written as

%X
nk(r) =

#

G

CX
nk(G)ei(k+G)·r, (4)

where X = A1, B1, A2, B2 is the sublattice index, n is
the band index and k is the Bloch wave vector in the
moiré Brillouin zone. As the low-energy states are ex-
pected to be dominated by the individual graphenes’
eigenstates near the original Dirac points, we pick up
q’s inside the cut-o! circle |q ! q0| < qc, where q0 is

taken as the midpoint between K
(1)
! and K

(2)
! , and qc is

set to 4GM (GM = |GM
1 | = |GM

2 |). Since the intervalley
coupling can be neglected, the calculation is done inde-
pendently for each of " = ± as we discussed previously.
We then numerically diagonalize the Hamiltonian within
the limited wave space inside the cut-o! circle and obtain
the eigenenergies and eigenstates.
Figure 2(a) shows the energy band and the density of

states of TBG at the magic angle ! = 1.05#, calculated
by this approach. Here in the following, the origin of
band energy axis is set to the charge neutral point. The
lower panel is the enlarged plot of the zero-energy region

Charge Neutrality

ν = + 4

ν = − 4
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Simplified Model: 
Chiral Model, Flat Band @ Charge Neutrality

Interactions have U(4) x U(4) symmetry 
“Generalized Ferromagnet” 

Fill four of the eight states -but which four?

U(4) U(4)

Valley K K’ Chern 
Number

Sublattice A B C=+1

Sublattice B A C=-1



Simplified Model: 
Chiral Model, Flat Band, Spinless

Fill two of the four states 

U(2) U(2)

A catalog of Slater det. states:

Q = ± 1; Filled (Empty) states

Qαβ = ⟨Ψ |[cα , cβ] |Ψ⟩

State Q
Valley Polarized (K or K’)

Sublattice Polarized/Valley Hall

Induced by hBN substrate

Quantum Hall (C=2)

Inter Valley Coherence

Q = τz

Q = σz

Q = σzτz

Q ∝ τx , τy

Sublattice (A/B)

Valley (K/K’)

σz

τz



Intervalley Coherence Order
• Breaks translation 

symmetry at the 
carbon atom scale 
(Triples the unit cell)

• But can have different 
form factors eg

IVC State Q
Charge density wave

Bond density wave 
(Kekule)

Modulated Hopping 
Phase (breaks T)

Q = ΔRτx + ΔIτy

Q = σx (ΔRτx + ΔIτy)
Q = σy (ΔRτx + ΔIτy)



Energetics

Density projected into the two bands: ρ(q) = ∑
k∈BZ

c†
k Λq(k)ck+q

|k, + ⟩

|k, − ⟩
Λαβ

q (k) = ⟨k , α |eiq⋅r |k + q , β⟩
Form factor plays a key role

Screened 
Coulomb

In the Chiral Model 
Very simple Form Factor: Λ = Feiϕσzτz



Ground State of Chiral Model- 
Generalized Ferromagnet

• Family of exact ground states  - generalized 
ferromagnets. [Q, Λ] = 0

Argument: 

Vq≥0 and δρq |Ψ⟩ = 0



Ground State of Chiral Model- 
Generalized Ferromagnet

• Family of exact ground states  - generalized 
ferromagnets. [Q, Λ] = 0

Valley polarized

Valley Hall



Ground State of Chiral Model- 
Generalized Ferromagnet

• Family of exact ground states  - generalized 
ferromagnets. [Q, Λ] = 0

Q = ΔRτx + ΔIτy

Q = σx (ΔRτx + ΔIτy)

Q = σy (ΔRτx + ΔIτy)

Some IVCs allowed and others ruled out

CDW

T-IVC

K-IVC
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Breaking the Degeneracy
Dispersion:  

Favors states that can fluctuate.

(Retains a U(2) symmetry)

{Q, σx} = 0 [Q, Λ] = 0

Q = σy (ΔRτx + ΔIτy)K-IVC

Q = σzValley Hall

Q = σzτzQuantum Hall

Mass terms for Dirac equation
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Breaking the Degeneracy



Breaking the Degeneracy
Away from Chiral Limit: 

(Retains a different U(2) symmetry) 
Analysis appears to hold even if w0/w1 not small

[Q, σxτz] = 0

[Q, Λ] = 0

Q = σy (ΔRτx + ΔIτy)K-IVC

Q = τzValley Hall



Ground State - Kramers IVC
Ba
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Ideal 
Higher  

Symmetry

Both perturbations pick the same state 
Unfrustrated - 

Q = σy (ΔRτx + ΔIτy)K-IVC



Hartree Fock Numerics

Keeping remote bands (not important for CNP) 
Ground state & Gap

Q = σy (ΔRτx + ΔIτy)K-IVC



Hartree Fock Numerics
Ground state and low lying excited states



Quantum Phase Transition
Drive a quantum phase transition by hBN substrate which induces Valley Hall

GAP



Kramers IVC - Properties
Kramers time reversal and topological phase.

Q = σy (ΔRτx + ΔIτy)K-IVC

𝒯′ 2 = − 1

Involves opposite Chern number band 
Nontrivial Z2 topology!

iτz = ei π
2 τz

U(1)valley

Same symmetries as topological insulator 



Ground State- “Kramers” IVC

Spontaneous currents in the ground state 
U(1)valley spontaneously broken - Goldstone modes 

Edge states? Requires `smooth’ edge since we invoke U(1)valley



Kramers IVC & Superconductivity
Kramers time reversal and Anderson theorem

Superconductivity coexisting with K-IVC? 

In solids - Anderson’s theorem guarantees protection of Cooper pairs dues to Kramers Time 
reversal.


Here, effective Kramers time reversal implies K_IVC + spin triplet superconductor may be 
robust to small angle impurity scattering.


Interactions that lead to K_IVC also lead to superconductivity? Role of Phonons?




Reintroducing Spin

Locked by internally Hund’s coupling (sign important)!



Conclusions
• 1 particle physics of twisted bilayer graphene is nontrivial, 

topology & symmetry important to model building.

• Origin of flat bands - intriguing connection to topology.

• Nature of the Mott insulator and superconductor?

• Opportunity to understand central questions in solid state 
physics - ferromagnetism vs anti ferromagnetism, novel 
superconductors … 

• The Kramers-IVC, a subtle symmetry breaking state with 
nontrivial topology appears to be the ground state in all our 
calculations on pristine TBLG. Relation to experiments?



Surface	Topological	order	in	an	
Exactly	Soluble	Model

�, ⌧
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FIG. 2. (color online) The anyonic excitations on the surface
are created by open strings. At the ends of the strings are
three species of fermions (corresponding to three colors of
open strings) which have mutual semionic statistics. This can
be seen from the braiding statistics of the strings generating
(a) the exchange and (b) the braiding of the end of strings.

particles at the ends of the strings. To see the confine-
ment, consider an open string (for example blue) in the
bulk which is circled by a small ring of a di↵erent color
(for example red), as shown in Fig.3 Using the braiding

FIG. 3. (color online) Open strings in the bulk change the
quantum fluctuation phase factors of loops along its length,
which costs finite energy. Therefore, the end of strings are
confined in the bulk.

rule between the loops we find that the linking between
the ring and the open string can be removed together
with a (�) sign. That is, the open string changes the
quantum fluctuation phase factors of small loops along its
length, which costs finite energy. Therefore, the string’s
endpoints cannot be separated very far, and the fermionic
excitations in the bulk are confined. In fact, any set of
strings with consistent braiding and fusion rules given by
a unitary braided fusion category can be used to write 3D
string-net wave functions in a similar fashion. As shown
in Ref.[28], the bulk of the state has no deconfined ex-
citations, and hence no nontrivial topological order, as
long as each string has nontrivial statistics with at least
one of the strings. The corresponding category is said to
be ‘modular’. However, open strings lying on the surface,
where no loops can encircle them, may give rise to decon-
fined excitations. As we prove in more detail later, for
the particular case of the 3-fermion Z2 model the excita-
tions at the ends of open strings are indeed deconfined
on the surface, giving rise to three species of deconfined
fermions with mutual semionic statistics on the 2D sur-
face of a 3D confined model, as promised.

The surface of the 3D model hence realizes a state
which is impossible in pure 2D systems with time re-
versal symmetry. Such a surface state is an indication
of the nontrivial SPT order in the bulk and cannot be

removed wihtout breaking time reversal symmetry or go-
ing through a bulk phase transition. To see this, we
can imagine destroying the topological order by adding
a 2D surface layer with the same types of excitations
and binding the corresponding pairs of excitations to-
gether; however, as this 2D system has chiral fermionic
edge modes[22], this operation must break time rever-
sal symmetry. In fact, if we perform the above surface
confinement operation using opposite T breaking states
in di↵erent halves of the sample, this creates a domain
wall. Since each 2D state has edge chiral central charge
c� = 4, the combination leads to a net chiral central
charge c� = 8 along the domain wall. This is expected
for the non fractionalized surface of the 3D Bosonic Topo-
logical Superconductor discussed in [17]. It also indicates
that when we destroy the topological order of the surface,
this phase breaks T symmetry and displays a thermal
analog of the quantized magneto-electric e↵ect[3–5].
One may directly argue that realizing a topologically

ordered phase which transforms under symmetry in a way
this is forbidden in 2D immediately leads to a protected
surface state. Assume for the moment that the opposite
is true - i.e. there is some way to confine the 3-fermion
Z2 state without breaking T symmetry. Then, one can
make a slab of the 3D phase with well separated top and
bottom surfaces, and eliminate the surface state on the
bottom side. Now, consider shrinking the slab till the
2D limit is reached. Since the bottom side and bulk are
gapped, it should be possible to retain the original surface
state on the top surface, without changing the symme-
try. Now we have achieved a contradiction, by having
produced a 2D realization of an ‘impossible’ 2D state.
Therefore our assumption that it is possible to eliminate
the surface state without breaking the symmetry must
have been incorrect.
Exactly Soluble Model of a 3D SPT Phase with

Surface Topological Order We now describe an ex-
actly solvable 3D model which realizes these properties.
The Hamiltonian we consider is defined on the cubic lat-
tice. The Hilbert space consists of 4 possible states on
each edge, which we call |1i, |ei, |mi, and |"i. The Hamil-
tonian is a sum of commuting vertex (V ) and plaquette
(P ) terms:

H = �
X

V

AV �
X

P

BP (6)

Here the first sum is over all vertices V of the cubic lat-
tice, and AV gives an energy penalty to certain combi-
nations of the possible states of the 6 edges adjoining
V . The combinations that are energetically cheap are
dictated by the “fusion rules” for the 3-fermion model:
in the ground state, combining the anyons on all edges
adjoining V must give the identity. Thus closed loops
of a single anyon type are allowed, as are vertices where
the three nontrivial anyons fuse together. It is useful to
think of the states |ei and |mi as carrying the non-trivial
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charge of two Z2 symmetries (Z(e)

2
and Z(m)

2
), and the |"i

state as charged under both Z(e)

2
and Z(m)

2
, while |1i car-

ries no charge. The vertex term AV then simply enforces

the conservation of Z(e)

2
and Z(m)

2
charges at V . Some of

the configurations that satisfy this condition are shown
in Fig. 4.

The plaquette term is a little more involved. First,
define operators Ŝµ by

Ŝµ|1i = |µi, Ŝµ|⌫i = �µ⌫ |1i+ |✏µ⌫�||�i (7)

where (µ, ⌫,� 2 {e,m, "}), with |✏µ⌫�| = 1 when µ, ⌫, and
� are some permutation of e,m, and ", and 0 otherwise.
We can think of Ŝµ as raising the appropriate Z2 charge
carried by the edge upon which it acts. For example,

Ŝe adds a non-trivial Z(e)

2
charge to the link, changing

an |ei edge into an edge that carries trivial charge under
both symmetries (i.e. the |1i edge), the |mi edge into
an edge that is charged under both symmetries (the |"i
edge), and so on.

The plaquette operator BP acts on @P , the set of edges
bordering P , and two other special edges O and U. To
define these, we fix a 2d projection of our 3d lattice once
and for all, and let O and U be the two edges which
adjoin a vertex of the plaquette P and project inside it
under the 2d projection (Fig. 5). O is the edge which
sits above (or “over”) the plaquette, and U the one that
sits under it. Let |↵i and |�i be the states sitting on the
O and U edges respectively.[32] Then

BP =
X

µ=e,m,"

⇥O

µ,↵
⇥U

µ,�

Y

i2@P

Ŝµ

i
(8)

Here ⇥O and ⇥U are 4 by 4 matrices of signs, indexed by
the labels 1, e,m, ", and ↵,� are indices corresponding to
the states on the O and U edges respectively. These are
related to the R matrices introduced in Eq. (??) by

⇥U

µ,↵
= Rµ,↵, ⇥O

µ,↵
= R↵,µ (9)

e

ee
e

e

e
e

em
m

m

e�

m

m
e

m
�

FIG. 4. (color online) The Low energy Hilbert space of the
lattice model consists of loops of three colors that satisfy fu-
sion rules at the vertices - i.e. they are either closed loops of a
single color, or segments of three colors can meet at a vertex.

U O 

U 

O 

U 

O 

FIG. 5. Choice of edges on which ⇥̂P acts, for the three di↵er-
ent types of plaquettes in the lattice. In the chosen projection
O edges (red) cross over the plaquette P , and U edges (blue)
cross under it.

Explicitly, the e,m, " parts are given by

⇥U =

0

@
�1 �1 1
1 �1 �1
�1 1 �1

1

A (10)

and ⇥O =
�
⇥U
�T

. Since the matrix elements of H are
real, the Hamiltonian is invariant under time reversal T ,
where T is defined to be complex conjugation of the many
body wavefunction in our 1, e,m, " basis. Note that this
time reversal operator satisfies T 2 = 1.
With the definition (8), all of the terms in the Hamil-

tonian commute. Since BP raises the Z2 charge on a pair
of edges at each vertex, it conserves both Z2 charges, and
thus commutes with AV , at every vertex V . To see that
[BP1

, BP2
] = 0, we must check that the signs of all ma-

trix elements are independent of the order in which the
plaquette terms act. If P1 contains no O or U edges of
P2 and vice versa, this follows immediately. Further, if
BP1

raises the U edge of P2, then BP2
also raises the O

edge of P1 (and vice versa). In this case the phase terms
which could potentially depend on the operator ordering
are:

⇥O

µ1,µ2⇥iO
⇥U

µ2,iU
⇥U

µ2,µ1⇥iU
⇥O

µ1,iO
(11)

where µ2⇥i indicates the state on edge i after acting with
Ŝµ2

i
. One can check using Eq. (10) that these are equal

for every choice of µ1, µ2, iO and iU, so that [BP1
, BP2

] =
0.

Because all operators in the Hamiltonian commute, we
can solve for the spectrum exactly. Before turning to this,
let us develop further the algebraic formulation suggested

by the mapping to Ising charges Z(e,m)

2
. Let the Pauli ma-

trix �x

i
(⌧x

i
) measure the Ising charge Z(e)

2
(Z(m)

2
) flowing

through the link i. Then, the vertex term can be written
as:

AV =

 
Y

i

�x

i
+
Y

i

⌧x
i

!
(12)

BP =
Y

⇤
�z +

Y

⇤
⌧z
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FIG. 4. (color online) The Low energy Hilbert space of the
lattice model consists of loops of three colors that satisfy fu-
sion rules at the vertices - i.e. they are either closed loops of a
single color, or segments of three colors can meet at a vertex.
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FIG. 5. Choice of edges on which ⇥̂P acts, for the three di↵er-
ent types of plaquettes in the lattice. In the chosen projection
O edges (red) cross over the plaquette P , and U edges (blue)
cross under it.

Explicitly, the e,m, " parts are given by

⇥U =

0
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�1 �1 1
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A (10)

and ⇥O =
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⇥U
�T

. Since the matrix elements of H are
real, the Hamiltonian is invariant under time reversal T ,
where T is defined to be complex conjugation of the many
body wavefunction in our 1, e,m, " basis. Note that this
time reversal operator satisfies T 2 = 1.
With the definition (8), all of the terms in the Hamil-

tonian commute. Since BP raises the Z2 charge on a pair
of edges at each vertex, it conserves both Z2 charges, and
thus commutes with AV , at every vertex V . To see that
[BP1

, BP2
] = 0, we must check that the signs of all ma-

trix elements are independent of the order in which the
plaquette terms act. If P1 contains no O or U edges of
P2 and vice versa, this follows immediately. Further, if
BP1

raises the U edge of P2, then BP2
also raises the O

edge of P1 (and vice versa). In this case the phase terms
which could potentially depend on the operator ordering
are:

⇥O

µ1,µ2⇥iO
⇥U

µ2,iU
⇥U

µ2,µ1⇥iU
⇥O

µ1,iO
(11)

where µ2⇥i indicates the state on edge i after acting with
Ŝµ2

i
. One can check using Eq. (10) that these are equal

for every choice of µ1, µ2, iO and iU, so that [BP1
, BP2

] =
0.

Because all operators in the Hamiltonian commute, we
can solve for the spectrum exactly. Before turning to this,
let us develop further the algebraic formulation suggested

by the mapping to Ising charges Z(e,m)

2
. Let the Pauli ma-

trix �x

i
(⌧x

i
) measure the Ising charge Z(e)

2
(Z(m)

2
) flowing

through the link i. Then, the vertex term can be written
as:

AV =

 
Y

i

�x

i
+
Y

i

⌧x
i

!
(12)

BP = [�x]O
Y

⇤
�z[�x⌧x]U + [�x⌧x]O

Y

⇤
⌧z[⌧x]U

Point	defects	confined in	the	bulk	but	deconfined on	surface.
3-fermion	Z2	surface	state	is	realized.	
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where the product is taken over the six links emanating
from a vertex. The plaquette operators in Eq. (8)

BP =
X

µ=e,m,"

⇥̂O

µ
⇥̂U

µ

Y

i2@P

Ŝµ

i
(13)

are a product of three operators Ŝµ, ⇥̂O
µ

and ⇥̂U
µ
, where

the latter two are interpreted as operators diagonal in
the �x, ⌧x basis and given by the matrix elements in
Equation 10. These operators are nontrivial only for µ =
{e, m, ✏}, so we display them as a 3 component column
vectors:

Ŝ =

0

@
�z

⌧z

�z⌧z

1

A ; ⇥̂O =

0

@
�x

⌧x�x

⌧x

1

A ; ⇥̂U =

0

@
�x⌧x

⌧x

�x

1

A

(14)
It is readily seen that the di↵erent plaquette operators
BP commute with one another: for any two di↵erent
links 1, 2, Ŝµ

1
⇥̂U

µ,2
commutes with Ŝ⌫

2
⇥̂O

⌫,1
for all pairs

µ, ⌫.
Excitations in the Bulk: We now show that there are

no low energy point-like excitations in the bulk, by es-
tablishing all bulk excitations are confined. This points
to a short range entangled bulk state without topological
entanglement entropy or 3 dimensional topological order.
Essentially, the string operator that creates point excita-
tions also creates a string of excited plaquettes, leading
to linear confinement of the ends of the string[28]. We
will also show that deconfined excitations exist on the
surface.

To create a pair of point particles we consider an oper-
ator that violates the vertex term AV at vertices V1 and
V2. The simplest possibility is to act with Ŝµ

i
on all edges

in some path C12 that connects V1 to V2 (see Fig. 6). For
example, we can attempt to create a pair of e particles
by acting with

Q
i2C12

�z

i
. However, in doing so we nec-

essarily change the state on the O and U edges of certain
plaquettes along this path, creating a pair of strings of
defective plaquettes running parallel to C12. For a path
in the y direction, a↵ected plaquettes are those in the xz
plane that lie above and to the right (U edges) or be-
low and to the left (O edges) of the path. Therefore the
energy cost to separate the ends of the string operator
grows linearly with distance. We can reduce the number
of a↵ected plaquettes per unit separation from 2 to 1 by
using the modified string operator:

Ŝ
µ

C12
=

Y

i2C12

Ŝµ

i

Y

j2⇤Cover

12

⇥̂O

µ,j

Y

k2⇤Cunder

12

⇥̂U

µ,k
(15)

where ⇤C12 is the set of edges that are crossed by a curve
that runs parallel to C12, but is displaced slightly in the

�x̂+ ŷ + ẑ direction, and ⇤Cover/under

12
are the subsets of

edges that cross over (under) the path C12 in our projec-
tion (colored purple and green respectively in Figure 6).

The ⇥ terms in Ŝ
µ exactly cancel the phases that lead

to non-commutativity with the plaquettes whose O and
U edges are raised; however, the new operator fails to
commute with the string of plaquettes (shaded blue pla-
quettes in Fig.6) threaded by the curve used to determine
⇤C12 (dashed blue line in Fig.6). For example, to create
a pair of e particles at V1,2 we act with Ŝe = �z along
the bonds connecting V1,2, but also with the operators
⇥O

e
= �x and ⇥U

e
= �x⌧x on the purple and green bonds

respectively in Figure 6. It can be explicitly checked that
this string operator does not commute with the shaded
plaquettes but does commute with all other plaquettes.
It is not possible to further reduce the number of violated
plaquettes for a given C12[27, 28]. Observe that if we ter-
minate the system just above the plane of the curve C12,
the defective plaquettes would not be included in the 3D
lattice, leading to deconfined surface excitations. This is
indeed the case as we will see below. In fact, the sur-
face has three species of deconfined fermionic excitations
with mutually semionic statistics, corresponding exactly
to the excitations in the 3 fermion model.

FIG. 6. Excitations in the bulk are confined. The path C12

is shown in red; the displaced path used to determine ⇤C12

is indicated with a dashed blue line. Edges that cross un-
der (over) this path are colored green (purple). The violated
plaquettes (shaded blue) are those that are threaded by the
dashed blue line.

Deconfined Surface Excitations: Consider terminating
the 3D system with horizontal plaquettes in the x-y plane
as shown in Figure 7. The Hamiltonian for the surface
vertices and plaquettes is derived from the bulk Hamil-
tonian by simply retaining terms for the existing bonds
on the surface. Thus both the horizontal plaquette and
vertex terms at the surface each involve a product of
five bond operators. With these boundary conditions the
Hamiltonian is again a sum of commuting terms, and we
can determine its spectrum exactly.
Deconfinement occurs at the surface because, if C12

lies entirely on the boundary, acting with an operator of
the form (15) creates a pair of vertex defects but com-
mutes with all plaquette projectors. (Note we may omit
the ⇥̂O operators, since those bonds are absent). Thus,
creating a pair of e excitations corresponds to multiply-






